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for friends and rapscallions, near and far





Living only for the moment, turning our attention 
to the pleasures of the moon, the snow, the cherry 
blossoms and the maples, singing songs, drinking 
wine, and diverting ourselves in just floating, 
floating, caring not a whit for the poverty staring us 
in the face, refusing to be disheartened, like a gourd 
floating along with the river current…

AsAi Ryoi, Tales of the Floating World
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WhEN I AM rEAdING 

When I am reading
I feel like life is outside.

When I am outside
I feel life is in books.

I can never
find life.
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YOu WANTEd

You leave me hungry for you
 
standing, 
painting yourself in my bathroom.
 
You wanted to send me off,
to push me away for six months wander.
You wanted me to drain off
the one I held before you.
 
You thought
months, loneliness 
could carve 
fresher flesh
strip my walls
the raw loneliness
clawing at the wood 
so my hunger could be pure.
 
 Come. 
 Tilt yourself into me.
 I can bear you.
 
Pure red. Pure white.
My vessel empty
save for you.
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ASTrOphEL & STELLA

(i)

The night’s torrent. Then a shoe here
another there my shirt on the table
and I think I leapt from my pants.

I come back with blankets
and we sit with tea.

(ii)

Stacked like
nighttime canoes 
You in my hollow 

(iii)

Inside you 
slide rivers
and spreading trees grow.
Pears, apricots, figs all abound. Your legs 
where I rest 
while the waters
bump down your neck
tumbling through your bright hair.
Your hands soothe me 

and we
speak of incidental things.
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(iv)

What I miss: your eyes. The feel 
of the window when we lie beneath it.
Nights after dinner, our minds go through each other
and your petals drop through me 
fluttering in my dark air. 

With your stem nearby, 
your petals fall into my wells 
so I walk lightly, sputtering whimsical things.

Talking with you is like endless glasses of water.

When I return again it will be with the tone of spring. 
I have changed, and leave a self behind.
I have aged, as though hauling myself through a winter  
and return hoping you have too. 

Leaving behind other things for a while,
let’s close your door
and be like spring. Fragrant,
light, natural. Free. 
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(v)

Through the rain I left 
clothes over the floor and climbed onto your bed. 
In the night, my sweeping arm discovered you. 
Your clothes shed too. Turning again in the morning,
you were gone so I lay among pillows, alone, shifting them around, thinking,
while your hands administered the morning’s milky tea.
Your apartment is so long I hear nothing.
No sound of teaspoon on mug as you swirl.

This table I am at now outside of your bedroom is a loan from 
the man you were with before me. 
Sitting here each morning 
it hasn’t bothered me. 
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MOrNING TEA IN MY KITchEN

Those nice slippers you bought me, misguessing
my size. 

I could use them now. 

It is
the end of August. 

And my floor
is suddenly cold. 
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cALLS

You called last night to see what I would like to do
and I dithered and made an excuse. There were
not enough hours again yesterday. I had books

open on my desk and I was in 
a fever. 

There was no 
time for dalliances. Now though, 
I am in no mood to be alone. 

I will go out with whomever calls.
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NArcISSuS pErcEIVES hIS EchO

I find I no longer complete my stories.  
 
My wife breaks in and hurries through them  
with the second half of my drinks.
  
The endings to books I have set aside
are casually revealed. 
 
And, at a recent party, I am sure  
she was flirting with the woman I wanted to flirt with.  
 
I wonder,  
would she bring her home?
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ThESEuS & AEGEuS

Determined to be a success 

and because 
you lamented my life

I gathered together a book of poems
and sent it away. I always bring 
my reduced, childlike self into your home. 

I wonder if you know 
what power I assume across the lake. 

But before that white-flagged flapping “yes” could arrive, 
and fearing for me, 

you fell down the house stairs with cancer.
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BArcELONA hArBOur

So many
boats!
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AMSTErdAM BrIdGES

They moan
  They yawn –  

sometimes it is a few yawns

One is stern frowning metal
His lone life is duty  

And some far away conceal their secret joy! 
They are grabbing at dignity too. And the canal water 

 is, well, 
  beautiful. 

We could say they circle like Eastern time, but moving water 
will always mean evanescence to me. These buildings 

around me glow with sunset 
and the sky is filled with aeroplanes




